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The Alliance for Vulnerable Mission encourages some missionaries from the West to
engage in their ministries using local languages and resources.
………………………

Early Bird rate for UK conference expires
April 30th 2018!
Click here to register:

Vulnerable Mission: what it is and why we need it.
For further details, go to vulnerablemission.org
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We are pleased to announce that

Global Missiology
(globalmissiology.org)

Has dedicated an entire edition of
its missiology (English) journal to
articles that have come out of the
recent AVM consultation held in
Pennsylvania, USA, in November
2017. The consultation was
entitled:

Moving beyond postcolonial dependency:
developing sustainability
through vulnerability

Click on any of the links to the left,
to go to the live global missiology
page.

We are especially grateful to the
executive editor of global
missiology, Nelson Jennings, and
the editor-in-chief Enoch Wan, for
their willingness to devote an
entire edition of the journal to
vulnerable mission.
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“I am very encouraged to find that this article is going to
press. It in very simple terms expresses some foundational
pluses of vulnerable mission. It draws centrally on some of
my actual field experience! I recommend it!” The article Jim
is referring to above, is already published on onlinefirst
here.

Five stones global - a sister organisation to the AVM.
•

The pieces below are by Jean Johnson, director of five-stones-global. (Jean is an
advisory-board member of the AVM.)
When in Cambodia, I (Jean Johnson) had the opportunity to meet
and interact with Sairengpuia Sailo. He was a missionary sent out
from Mizoram, Northeast India as a missionary to Cambodia.
Mizoram is known for their locally sustainable and self-supporting
churches. So what would it be like to be sent out from Mizoram to
Cambodia as a missionary?

I sat around a table with those who were determining
my fate
as a vocational missionary to Cambodia. They were
interviewing me based on my application, Bible
knowledge test, personal references, Myers and Briggs
psychological test, and a language aptitude test. The
general
language aptitude test revealed how I would fare in
learning a foreign language. One of the persons who
held
the power to accept or deny my appointment said,
“You
only scored 45 percent on your language aptitude test! That is a very low score! ”
Of course this might be a valid reason to deny my appointment as a career missionary. However, I
smiled and responded, “True, but I already speak Cambodian fairly well!” Several months later, I was
granted permission to serve in Cambodia and was able to secure a visa to reside in Cambodia based
on my Cambodian language skills.

“Learn the language people argue in!” This was my response to
the question: “If people speak two or three languages, which
language would I recommend a missionary should learn and
use?”
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Poor and Merciful Church, Stan Chu Ilo:
“In this insightful text, Stan Chu Ilo addresses key questions that face
modern Catholicism, particularly in Africa. He shows how two key themes
of Pope Francis-- the church of the poor and the church of mercy have
deep roots in biblical, patristic, and diverse ecclesial traditions. In Ilo's
focus on Africa, he offers a "Triple A ecclesiology" of accountability,
accompaniment, and action guided by some of the practices and
theological aesthetics of Pope Francis. The result is a road map and guide
for the mission of God in history beyond the papacy of Pope Francis.” (Stan Chu Ilo is an
advisory-board member of the AVM.)
•

At least three of senior members of the AVM board, namely Dr. Stan Nussbaum, Dr.
Chris Flanders, and myself (Jim Harries) have been invited to be part of a select
group of 40 who will look at issues of patronage in Lebanon in early October this
year, details: http://honorshame.com/patronage/ Issues on the table closely
resemble many of the concerns of
the AVM. The terminology differs
slightly, we have rarely used terms
like patronage, gifts, or shame in
vulnerable mission debates. But the
issues run strongly in parallel: how to understand patronage biblically, and how to
avoid doing damage in mission through misguided use of outside resources.

This piece, entitled International Students in China—an
Opportunity? – Part 2, includes some vulnerable-mission-type
advice! “My Pakistani friend asked, “May I visit your church?” I
welcomed him along. He listened to a Bible talk in English, read
the Urdu text on my iPhone, and asked me questions in Chinese,”
explains the author. Details here.
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Consultation:
8th to 10th June, Minneapolis. Please pray for a consultation being arranged to
be held in Minneapolis, USA, 8th to 10th June 2018. It will be an exploratory /
collaborative meeting of VM board members and others who are not explicitly
committed to AVM, drawn from those who came to Trinity in November
2017. We'll be looking for ways to widen the awareness of VM principles in
the U.S. setting.
A summary of the November 2017 consultation, Moving Beyond PostColonial Dependency: Developing Sustainability through Vulnerability,
held at the Trinity School for Ministry in PA, can be found here.
Advance notice: Please note that the April 2018 edition of Global Missiology
(globalmissiology.org) will be a special edition devoted to vulnerable mission,
especially containing papers presented during the 2017 consultation in the USA.
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Register here.
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Download the provisional programme here.
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